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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

The Best of the Season. It is extremely probable that this belated 
iss;;-of-The str:;u~Tstronomer is the last one which will reach our 
readers before Christmas. Therefore, we should like at this time to 
send each and every one of our nembers and friends our best wishes for 
a very merry Christmas and a most happy and prosperous New Year. ~~ 
the holidays be full of joy for you, and may 1956 bring you IJI8IlY good 
things! We shall on our part maK:e at least one New Year's Resolution, 
to trt to get the mailing of ~ strolling A.stronomer back on schedule. 

~Project. ~~~. Leonard B. Abbey, Jr., 822 s. McDonough, Decatur, 
Georgia, invites all persons interested in observing Uranus to correspond 
with him. The study of markings on the small disc is best pursued with 
large telescopes and good seeing; and yet Mr. Abbey and Mr. 0. c. Ranck 
of Hilton, Penna. have made several independent, surprisingly concordant, 
siinultaneous observations. Perhaps, then, a really systematic study of 
f.J'rR.nus by a group of energetic amateurs willing and able to observe this 
.. emo~., planet regularly mieht tell us more than have many years of casual 
;,:,j .L "gular observations. Abbey and Ranck have worked up for distribu
tion tables of Western l·:eridian Transit values for Uranus during its 1955-
56 apparition. These correspond somewhat to the central meridian longi
tude tables for Mars and Jupiter &nd assume that Uranus rotates in 10 hrs., 
45 mins. Instead of estimating when a Urania.'l feature is vrl the central 
meridian of longitude, houever, the observer estimates when it is due west 
of the center of the disc, west here being a direction in the terrestrial 
,-y~, The reaeon for this choice is that it is relatively easy to deter
,,.c.ne the east-west direction from the drift of the planet across the field 
of view of an undriven telescope. Several imperfections of Western }~eri
dia.~ Transit longitudes may occur to the advanced amateur, but we think 
that they may still be helpful in the present very elementary stage of 
v-isual studies of the rotation cf Uranus. 

A Lunar Globe Model. ~~. Frank W. Manning, 4321 Perrier St., New 
Orl;ans 15, Louisiana is offering a •moonball" about six inches in dia.mc:ter. 
The chief formations on the visible hemisphere are charted, and it should 
be instructive to be reminded that the apparently oval Plato and Tycho 
are .·eally circular formations. On the unknown hemisphere there is given 
miscellaneous information about 'the size of the moon, its orbit, the lllliJd
mum heights and depths of lunar features, the velocity of escape on the 
moon, etc. There is no attempt at great accuracy in the charting, Tycho 
having about t~dce the diamete~ of Copernicus for example; but probably 
the accuracy attained is sufficient for its purpose. Suggested improve
ments in possible future versions of }1arming1 s 11moonbal1• might include 
a systamatic method of show:tng all maria as shaded and meridians of lunar 
longitude and parel:els of lunar latitude (the former lar~ely determining 
what formations are on the terminator at a given colongituoe). 

~Saucer Review. Such is the title of a British periodical on 
"unidentified flying objects". Persons living in the United States may 
subscribe by sending $3.50 to Hr. Bruce Lansbury, Box 3B, 55 w. 92nd 
st., New York 25, New York. The maeazine evid,mtly considers •saucers" 
to be much more than illusions or natural phenomena; the Editor is Mr. 
Derek Dempster, a former R.A.F. pilot. 

by D. P. Avigliano 

This report is based on A.L.P.O. observations covering the opposition 
and near-<lpposition period of the 1954 apparition of Mars. The period 
covered by this report is from June 18, 1954 to July 27, 1954. In 
addition to the observers listed in the previous Report No. 1 (strolling 
AstronO!Iler, Vol. 8, Numbers 7 and 8; Vol. S, Numbers 9 and 10) the follov
ing observers have now sent in draHings and/or reports: 
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Observer 

Mr. Leonard B. Abbe;y,Jr. 
Mr. Howard G. JJ.len 
Mr. P..omulo .Argentiere 
Mr. v. F. Barber,Jr. 
Mr. D. P. Barcroft 
Dr. James C.Bartlett,Jr. 
Mr.R:I.ohardM.BaUDI 
Mr. Rex Bohannon 
Mr. Phillip w. Budine 
Mr. Tomas P. Bun 
Mr. R:l.ciu'6i G. Casal 
Mr. Rorrr Coker 
Mr. JaT.I.er s. Conde 
Mr. Charles M. Cyrus 
Mr. Rubens De Asevedo 
Mr. Herb Doughty 
Mr. Jack Eastman 
Mr. s. Ebisawa 
Mr. Engene Epstein 
Mr. Brownie Flowers 

Mr. J. A. :Frev 
Mr. Edwin J. Gilmore,Jr. 
Mr. Rebert Gomien 
Mr. Jose c. Gaal. 
Mr. W8.lter H. Haas 
Mr. v. D. Heints 
Mr. c. H. Holton 

Mr. A. P. Lenhllll 

Mr. Ph111p lit. Lichtman 

Mr. lugene A. Lizotte 
Dr. v. L. Minear 

Mr. A. Co Montagne 
Mr. Francisco J:.Montau;ya 
Mr. A. W. Mount 
Mr. A. Neckar 
Mr. Je&il Nicolini 
Mr. Toshihiko Osawa 
Mr. Edgar M. Paulton 
Mr. Ramon c. Porta 
Mr. David v. Rcsebrugb 

Mr. Milton Rcsenkotter 

Mr. Manuel Serinanel 
Mro H. To Sherman 
Mr. J. Russell Slllith 
Mr. Pavel Sommer 
Mr. Henry P. Sqv;yres 

Mr. Barry stern 
Mr. A. J. Symonds 
Mr • JUan P. Tort 
Mr. s. c. Venter 
Mr. Orlando Zamberdino 

Instruments stations 

6-inch ren. Decatur, Georgia 
6-inch retl. Coatesville, Penn. 

10-inch ren. Sao Paulo, Brasil 
6 1: l~inch retls. Atlanta, Georgia 

10-inch retl. Madera, Calitornia 
)! 1: 5-inch retls. Baltimore, Maryland 
4i-inch refr. Chester, England 
6-inch refr. La Crescenta, Call£. 
3f-inch ran. B:lng!lamtcm, N.Y. 

10-inch ren. Sao Paulo, Brasil 
5f-inch ran. Barcelona, Spain 
36-inch retl. Athens, Georgia 
3-inch refr. Barcelona, Spain 

10-inch ren. Baltimore, Maryland 
10-ir.ch ren. Sao Paulo, Brasil 
3f-inch retl. Lima, Ohio 
6-inch retl. Manhattan Beach, Cali.f. 
8-inch refr. Tokyo, .;·apen 

10-inch retl. Pasadena, Calif'. 
5-inch refr. & Atlanta, Georgia 
6 & 12-inch retla. 
6-inch retl. 
6-inch retl. l inch ren. 

inch refr. 
inch ren. 

9-inch refr. 
5-inch refr. 1: 

16-inch ran. 
3f-inch refr. & 
6-inch ren. 
4?f-inch retr. 

{]llotographs) 
6-inch ren. 

1.2l-inch ren. & 
24-incb refr • 
.46-inch ran. 
6-inch retl. 
8-inch ren. 

13-inch rerr. 
10-inch ran. 
6-inch ran. 
6-inch ran. 
3-inch refr. 
6-inch ren.& 
6-inch refr. 

10-inch ran. and 
36-inch refr. * 
Si-inch ren. 
6-inch ren. 
8-inch retl. 

13-inch refr. 
6, 8 & 24-inch** 

refls. 
3!-fnch ran. 

12-inch retl. 
9-inch ran. 

12-inch ren. 
10-inch ren. 

Dunedin, New Zea1aD4 
.&llentown, Pam. 
st. Louis, Mo. 
Barcelona, Spain 
Las Cruces, N.M. 
Canberra, Australia 
Atlanta, Georitf.a 

SWindon, Viltc., 
England 

llashington, D.c. 

L.I. Cit.y, N. Y. 
Hot Springs, N. M. 

Oak Park, m. 
Madrid, Spain 
Fort Vorth, TeliiLs 
Csechoslovalda 
Sao Paulo, Brallil 
Osaka, Japan 
~' N.Y. 
Palma De Mallorca, 
Mar:l.den, Com. 

Pierce, Nebr. and 
Mt.Hamilton, Calif. 
Barcelona, Spain 
st. Paul, Minn. 
Eagle Pass, TeliiLs 
C~~echoslcmllda 
El Monte and Mt.Wilson, 

Calif. 
st. Petersburg, Fla. 
Dunedin, N.Z. 
San Celoni, Spain 
Pretoria, South .AfriCE 
Sao Paulo, Brasil 

The following observers, who were listed in Report No. 1, used the 
following instruments in addition to those listed in Report !: 

Mr. D. P • .l.vigl.iano 10-inch ran !'C 6 *** Sierra Ma6.re, Itt. 
& 12-inch :ffafrsZ.** Wilson & I..os Angeles, 

Cal1t. 



Mr. Charles F. Capen,Jr. 6, 7 & 12-inch ret'rs. Flagstaff' Ari&o 
& 5 & 7-inch rei'ls •. and Springtield,Ill. 

llr. Thomas R. Cave,Jr. 1st ..... " 40-inch Washburn and Yerkes 
ret'rs.****** Observatories 

Mr. Thomas A. Cragg 12/i-inch ren. and Inglewood and Los 
12-inch refr. *** * Angeles, Calif. 

Hr. Owen c. Ranck 4-inch rei'r. Milton, Penn. 
~lr. C. 'II. Tombaugh 8-inch off axis ren. Las Cruces, N.M. 

* 36-inch rei'r. of the Lick Observatory 
** 24-inch Sn.OI" Telescope of the Mt. Wilson ObSE>~tory 
*** 6-inch refr. of the l-It. Wilson Observatory 
**** 12-inch rei'r. of the Griffith Observatory 
***** l!>t-inch refr. of the 'Washburn Observatory 
****** 40-inch rei'r. of the Yerkes Observatory. 

During this period the diameter of Mars varied from 21" .09 on Jtme 
18 to 21".88 on July 2, after this time decreasing to approximate:Q' 
2011 on July 71. The- areocentric longitude oi' the sun ar L.S. increased 
i'rom ahout 1000.5 to 203°.5 so that during the period of this repcrt 
the s. hetl'.isphere of i'!ars went through its ear:Q" spring 'While the N. 
hemisphere Yent through its ear:Q' autumn. We Yill discuss in this 
first part of Report 2 the general appearances of the various rr.a1n 
features of the planet as seen by several of our observers. The A. 
L.P.O. 1954 map of Mars Yill help in fol101d.ng the discussion. 

GENERAL C.M. 345°. Figure 1, a dra\l'ing by D. P. Avigllsno, sho\1'8 
Mars \lith its C.M. at 34SO. In this draYing, which was made under 
rather good seeing, Ye should note the dark arm of the Sabaeus Sinun, 
ncn1 starting to break up into detail. This feature was still one of 
the tlree darkest large areas on 1-'.ars, the other tva being the N. porlion 
of the Syrtis Major and the Trivium Charontis-cerberus I cmbination. 
The increasing prorr.inence of the canal detail in the N. de.sert regions 
should also be noted. Here is shown one of the rare appearances, 
noted by a very few of our observers this year, of the tw canals, 
the Djihoun and the Oxus, in the same view. The Pandorae !'retum could 
not be detected at this observation running its full length although 
its full appearance had been detected on other occasions as a faint 
feature. !<lost of our observers showed the Pandorae Fretum as faint. 
The so-called Hellespontus flow can be seen on the dra\l'ing starting 
from the melt-band around the s. polar cap. Miley of the observers 
sho\l'ed the desert regions of Nymphaeum, the s. portion of Aerie. (just 
to the N. of the Sabaeus Sinus), Edom and the s. part of .Aram as lighter 
and brighter (as in Fig. 1). These were consistent appearances and 
were due, most probably, to actual lighter desert zones on the planet. 
With the larger disc size the doubling of the forks oi' Aryn YaS now 
easy for most of our observers. Note in Fig. 1 the clouds in the N. 
polar area and the canal, Cantabras, exteooing from the follo\l'ing (W) 
side of the f'eridiani Sinus to the Oxia Palus. The Aurum can also be 
seen extending fror: the oasis, Ol:ympia, in the Neridiani Sinus. 

GENERA!, C.M. 40°. In Fig. 2, by Cl,yde w. Tombaugh, we see the 
planet with its c.~:. at 5U0 • Note, in this very fine view, the doubled 
Niliacus Lacus, the well developed Lunae Lacus and the amaller Oleaster 
Lacus to its E, the tw canals connecting to the dark and tiny Juventae 
Fons, the extreme:Q' long dark region canal, the Dargamsnes, the crossing 
of the Jamuna and HYdraotes canals, the tiny oasis at the tip of the 
following (W) fork of the }'eridiani Sinus, and the Oxia Palus. Most 
observers ~rere able to detect the division between the Niliacus Lacus 
and the Hare Acidalimn, the Achillis Pons, during the dates of this 
report. In Fig. 2 we see the d~rindling s. polar cap and clouds over the 
11. polar area. Note the spread appearance of the Ganges canal to the 
Juventae Fons; this appearance was noted by other observers also in mid
July. The Ganges a;-peared normal during its mid-June presentation, 
after which it extended to the Juventae Fons by mid and late July. 

GE'lERAL C.}f. 90°. Fig. 3 is a drauing by Shiro Ebisava showing 
l-Iars vith its C.H. at 98°. It shows the interesting areas of Thaumasia 
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and the Solis Lacus. Note the characteristic shape of the Solis Lacus 
in 1954 with some of its internal structure shovn. Of interest in Fig. 
3 is the relative brightness and lack of detail shovn in the areas of 
Ophir, Candor and Tharsis; these areas were shown cloud covered by most 
of our observers almost consistently during the 1954 apparition of Mars. 
It was difficult to get confirmation of the canals and other details in 
these areas due to the continued obscurations: drawings made earlier 
and later in the apparition were the most usei'ul in showing details in 
these zones. At times red filters were especially useful 'When viewing 
these areas when the obscurations were lighter. Note on Fig. 3 the 
Juventae Fons, the Ganges canal, the .Ascraeus Lacus, the Mareotis Lacus, 
and the wealth of oasis and canal detail, especially in the region of 
Thaumasia. 

GENERAL C.M. l&J0 • Fig. 4 is another drawing by Tombaugh, showing 
Mars with its C.M. at 1'7'fJ. Most of our observers show the canal and 
oasis detail between the meridians of about 110° to 19QO as faint and 
djff'use l-lhen compared with similar featm-es on other areas of the planet. 
However, in Fig. 4, made under gooo conditions by one of our most experi
enced Y,artian observers, the canal detail noted was seen as narrow and 
linear l-lhile the oases were quite small. Note especially the chain of 
four oases along the Oreus canal and the triangular shape of the Trivium 
Charontis. Confirmatory of the linearity of the canal detail in this 
general region 'When seen with~ telescopes this year was a drawing 
received from Thomas R. Cave, Jr. Cave in a fairly good view with the 
Yerkes 40-inch refractor used at f'u11 aperture shows a number of canals 
in this region as narrOW' and linear. More about these observations 
will appear in a special report. In Fig. 4 we should note the cloud 
action over the N. polar region and on the limbs of the planet. The 
definiteness of the canal and oasis detail shown and the lack of other 
canal and oasis detail should also be considered. 

GENERAL C.M. 220°. Mars with its C.M. at 258° as seen by Tsuneo 
Saheld is shovn in Fig. 5. One should note, from among the wealth of 
details shown on this drawing, the dark Trivium Charontis-Cerberus I
Pambotis Lacus combination, the small oases on the canals surrounding 
the lighter area of Elysium, the appearance of the two canals, Cyclops 
and Cerberus II, diverging from the Pambotis Lacus to the s. lmia, the 
newly developed Nodus Laocoontis area with its connecting canals, the 
lighter area s.E. of the Cerberus I, the lighter zones in the s. lmia 
(among them Hesperia) and the mottled triangular zone shovn among the 
canals Laestrygon, .Avernus, and 'What is probably the Tartarus. 

GENERAL C.M. 281J0 • Our last vimr of Hars is a drawing of J.!ars by 
Thomas R. Cave,Jr. shcming the planet with its C.N. at 298°. Here we 
should note the darker N. portion of the Syrtis Hajor, the canal, Phison, 
running from the Sigeus Portus on the arm of the Sabaeus Sinus to the 
dark knot-like Colee Palus, and the Nilosyrtis running from the tip of 
the Syrtis Major to the Colee Palus. The Thoth-Nepenthes can be seen 
in this view terminating in the spread Nodus Laocoontis development. 
Some of our observers show traces of modifying detail in the Hoeris Lacus 
region (located in the Thoth-Nepenthes just as it leaves the Syrtis Major), 
but the appearance of the Y.oeris Laeus as a confirmed and well-developed 
feature was not noted by our observers in 1954. 

Note ~Editor. On pages 78, 79, 81J,and 81 we present four full 
pages of Ha.rs drawings by two of our most experienced observers, Nr. 
Thomas R. Cave,Jr. and Mr. Tsuneo Saheld. These may be profitably 
studied in the lieht of the discussion above, and it will be interest
ing to compare drawings of the same f'ace of ~Iars by the two observers. 
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Figure 1. Mars. 
D. P. .lviglianofl 
July 26,1954. 5 ~.u.r. 
8-inch ren. 325X1 l,OOX. 
Wratten 25 (red) filter used. 
C.M. • 345°. D • 20" .1. 

Figure 3. Mars. 
s. Ebisawa. h m 
July 25, 1954. 12 45 , u.T. 
8-inch refr. 288X, 400X. 
C.M. ~ 98°. D = 20".2. 

Figure 5. Mars. 
Tsuneo Saheki. h .JII 
July 8, 1954. 13 15 1 U.T. 
8-inch re:t• 285X, 330X, 400X. 
C.M. = 258 • D = 21". 7. 

Figure 2. Mars • 
Clyde w. Tombaugb. 11 
July 18, 1954. ~ 10 ,u.T. 
8-inch off axis ren. 
c.M. = 50°. D = 21".0. 

Figure 4. Mars. 
Clyde w. Tomba~. m 
JUly 6, 1954. 6 30 1 U.T. 
Lovell 24-lnch refr. 
C.M. • 177". D = 21".8. 

Figure 6. Mars. 
Thomas R. Cave, fir• 
June 23, 1954. 6 5~1 U.T. 
12.5-inch ren. 280X. 
C.M.: 29$0. D .,2111 .5. 



MARS' - 1954 

OBSERVER: T .R • CAVE' JR • 

MAY 3. 10h Om U.T. 
12i" REFL. 270X 
C.M. 81o 0155~2 
D$ -3~5 DIA. 13~7 

JUNE B. 7h 40m U .T. 
I2i" REFL 225X,450X 
C.M. 8~" 0174~9 
De -1~9 DIA. 19~7 

JUNE 15. 6h 35m u.T. 
12!" REFL. 280! 
C.M. 4° 0178.9 
D$ -0~8 DIA. 20~7 

MAY 20. 9h Om U.T. 
12i" REFL. 360X 
c.M. 274° 0164~4 
De -3~6 DIA. 16~5 

JUNE J.l. 
8" REFL. 
C.M. 55° 
De -194 

llh 30mU .T. 
210X1 350X 

0176\>5 
DIA. 20~3 

JUNE 17. 6h 10m U.T. 
8 11 REFL. 210X, 285X 
c.M. 338° e18octo 
De -0~4 DIA. 20~9 
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JUNE 1 . tlh 
12i" REFL. 
c.M. 143° 
D<9 -2°8 

l Om U.T. 
225X,360X 
0171~0 

DIA. 18~8 

JUNE 13. 
8 11 REFL. 
C .M. 21° 
D -1~1 

6h 40m U.T. 
210X, 350X 

0177~7 
DIA. 20~6 

JULY 2. 5h 20m U.~. 
lSi" REFR. 240X 
C.M. 198° 0188~6 
De +2~2 DIA. 21~8 



JULY s. 6h 35m U .T. 
1~"' REFR. 240X 
C.M. 205° 019094 
D$ +2?6 DIA. 2U'7 

JULY 16. 4h 50m U.T. 
1~" REFL. 350X 
C.M. 64° 0196?9 
DID +4?0 DIA. 2H2 

AUGo 19o 4h 35m U.T. 
12-!" REFL. 350X 
c.M. 1090 0 217?6 
De -t-2?9 DIA. 16~6 

MARS - 1954 

OBSERVER: T.R. CAVE JR. 

JULY 6. 4h Om U.T. 
4011 REFR. 320X 
c.M. !41° 0191?0 
D$ +2.8 DIA. 21~7 

JULY 113. 
6" REi"R . 
C.I.l. 41° 
D$+4?2 

3h 40m U.T. 
304X 
0198?1 

DIAo21l:O 

SEPT. 3o 4h 55m U.T. 
8" REFL. 285X, 400X 
C . M. ~32° 102:?7?0 
D$ t-0~4 DIA. 14:'8 

JULY 12. 5h 30m U.T. 
lzi" REFL. 280X 
C.M. 109° 0194~5 
De -t-3?6 DIA. 21~5 

AUG. 17. 4h 10m U.T. 
12-!" REFL. 270X 
c.M. 121° (;)216~4 
DCB-t-3?2 DIAo 16~8 

SEPT. 18. 
8'• REFL . 
c.M. 194° 
Dill -3?0 

5h 1 5m U .T. 
320X 

0236?5 
DIA . 13~2 



MARS - 1954 
OBSERVER: T. SAHEKI 

MAY 17. 15h 15m U.T. 
8 11 REFL. 285X1 ~fOX, 400X 
C .M • 33° 0163 
D$ -3<?7 DIA. 15Z7 

MAY 28. 15h 30m U .T. 
8"' REFL. 285X1 330X1 400X 
C .M. 2960 0169C:1 
D$ -3?1 DIA. 18~0 

JUNE 16. 
8 11 REFL. 
C.M. 96° 
D$ -OC:5 

13h 30m U.T. 
285Xa ~0~1 . 400X, 

• 17 't7 
DIA.20Z9 

500X 
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MAY 22. 16h 10m U .T. 
8 11 REFL. 285X1 330X, 400X 
C .M • 0° 0165\/8 
De -3\/5 DIA. 16~9 

JUNE 12. 16h 45m U.T. 
8" REFL. 285X 
C.M. 180° 0177't5 
D$ -1<:2 DIAo 20~4 

JULY 1. 14h 12m U.T. 
8 11 REFL. 285X1 330X, 400X 
c.u. 334°-- 0188<?r-
DEB +2C:1 DIA. 21\/88 



MARS - 1954 
OBSERVER: T, SAHEKI 

JULY 3. 12h 15m U.T. 
8" REFL, 285X, 330X, 400X 
c.M. 288°-el8m-
De +2~4 DIA. 21~8 

JULY 22. l3h 10m U,T. 
8" REFL, 285X, 330X, 400X 
C,M. 131° 0200~8 
D$+4~4 DIAo 20~5 

AUG. 5o 12h Om U.T. 
8" REPL. 330X 
c.M. 347° 0209<;3 
De +4~3 DIAo 18~6 
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JULY 16, llh 35m U .T. 
8 11 REFL. 330X 
C.M. 162° 0197~2 
Dt» -1-4~0 DIA.21~2 

JULY 24. lOh 30m U,T. 
8" REFL. 285X, 330X1 400X,500X 
c.M. 7~0 0202~0 
De +4,5 DIAo 201/'3 

AUG. 23. lOh 30m U,T, 
8" REFL, 330X, 400X 
c ,!.1, 158° 0 220'N 
D$ 1"2<;3 DIA. 16~1 



!!;l! RADIAL MARKINGS ~ ~~ ! REJOIBDBR 

b;y Richard M. BaaiR 

1. - Preamble. Dr. Bartlett's Published Paper. 

Mars ia often referred to b;y writers of' popular astrollCBII1 as •the 
planet of' mrst81"7•, in the c:ircumstance8 an appropriate calling; but 
atrictJ.i speaking it is a llianomer, f'or the real planet of' m;,yst81"7 
is surely Venue, as a caa.parison of' oar reapectbe kDovl.edge of' the 
two bodies shovll. I need hardly remi.Dd the reader that Venua presents 
the i.!mtstigator of' planetar,y ph.-ena with one of' the 1110st outstami
ing riddle11 in the solar s;ystal; DOt olll3' is it CCIIIpla: and f'ull of' 
subtle oontradictiona but also plll'adoxf.cal, f'or (a) after the MooD end 
a handf'ul. of' utereids it is Gill' nearest neighbor, {b) as a consequence 
it period1Cil14 subtenda an apparent angular diameter much greater than 
is exhibited b;y ~lilT other pl.anet, at its e~ch of' interior -jlmction 
showing a disk 61• in breadth, aDd last:Q" {c) through its occJJ:pation 
of' an orbit interior to the Earth it is not impossible to keep it under 
almost constant observation throughout the whole span of' its period of' 
revolution. Yet despite the fawrability of' obserring conditions 
created b;y these f'acts we know f'ar less of' this suavards sister world 
of ours than ve pretend to know of' the massive globes of' Jupiter and 
Saturn, and even distance-dilmlled Uranus and Neptune. The cause of this 
cytherean ignoraace is well known and needs no mention here. It is not 
surprising, therefore, in 'rlev of' this that the o;ytberean problem, as 
it ~veil be called, bas ever been surrounded b;y aa aura of' doubt and 
uncertainty, and bas been the center of' a scmetimes bitter unrelenting 
conflict of observations and concepts, - in certain instances being more 
severe than the fsmous Martian contrever117 of' long ago. 

In recent :rears, due IJ18.inly to the perplexing and unproductive nature 
of the subject, there has been a decided falling of'f' of' interest in the 
planet; and to ma~ new obserYers the source of' the Venus conflict is 
not at all clear. In actual fact evf1r1 department of' this subject is 
dogged b;y the Slllllle characteristic phrase •non;n-oven•, but the majOl' 
dispute is that centered on the observed markings and the period of' axial 
rotation. Most persons realise that Venus does not diep~ ~lilT features 
COIIIparable with tbose of the lunar or Martian surface, and there is every 
reason to suggest that ve never see the actual surface of' the planet. 
FrGIII time to time certain observers have reported seeing ftgue greyish 
shadow-like markings, but on the whole these have not been confirmed. 
In 1896 Percival Imrell announced in several astronaaical journals the 
discovery of' a s;ystem of' radial streaks spreading out f'rGIII a point on 
the planet directly opposite the SUn, on the 1111md.nated hemisphere of' 
course. Ever since then, this peculiar arrangement of' marks so utterly 
unlike the "conventional• o;ytbereen features, has been a conetant source 
of dispute, the majorit;y of obseners through being able to detect little 
or no trace of it tending to discredit its vecy exf.stence, and being more 
inclined to regard it as illUS01'7• This is then the present point of' 
dissension, whether or not this particular s;ystan bas an objective reali
t:r or is the result of' saoe illusi- not ;yet COIIIprehended, and that vhicb 
a colleague of' mine has seen f'it to resuscitate in order to e:xpress hi8 
doubts b;y argumentatiTe skill and rhetoric. 

Let us recapitulate the late happenings. It will be remembered i."Y 
readers of' this excellent journal how in its Janlllll7-Februar;y issue or 
l9SS, that unparalleled of' observers, Dr. James c. Bartlett, Jr. of' 
Baltimore, Director of' our wlued Venus Section, published a long ar..d 
jmportant discussion on the controversial Imrellian 117stem of' o;ytberean 
markings, or 1spoke-s;ystem 1 as saoe prefer to call it, wherein he adv.!nc!ld 
certain interesting 'rlevs and revealed his leaning towards the reali t:r 
of the spokes. Dr. Bartlett supported his contention with the vork of 
some past and contemporar;y observers; but b;y and large he emplo;yed only 
those records vhich can only be classed as extremist, i.e., completely 
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eonf"irming those of Lowll1 and which therefore are the least likely 
to be found acceptable. In a sense this is most unfortunate; for 
it marks a weakness in Dr. Bartlett's discussion through which the 
sceptics can inf"iltrate to explode with traditional decorum and the 
use of hackneyed arguments, thus giving rise to no small amount of 
conf"usion and misunderstanding, the chance of reaching out to uncovar 
the truth of the cytherean problem. As already mentioned this weak
ness has been immediatezy seized upon by one amongst us Hho has no use 
for the radial markings 1 and who has made f'ull use of the unsatisfactory 
situation so created by turning it with no small amount of genius to 
the momentary advantage of the sceptics. However, for the time being 
I do not intend to answer this incautious champion of an opposite camp, 
but rather to amend certain remarks made by Dr. Bartlett in his original 
paper, to which work I urge the interested reader to refer in order that 
he may be better equipped to folloH the trend of the discussion. 

2. - Some Important Errors in the Bartlett Paper. 

Paragraph four of this work is given over to a m<.st lucidzy composed 
account of a supposed repudiation by Lowell himself of the spoke-system. 
Thus to quote Dr. Bartlett, •Among the stranger statements circulated 
ws one by Young who though obviouszy skeptical was by no means malicious. 
According to Young, 'In 1902 Mr. lowell announced that he ws now satisfied 
that the radial markings which he saw on Venus were probabzy due to optical 
illusion 1 • In the winter of 1953, uhen I was assembling material for this 
little paper, I sought confirmation of this statement from the Lowell 
Observatory. Apparentzy it was as much a surprise to the Flagstaff observers 
as it was to me; for after a careful search of 'all publications for the 
years 1899-1903 1 Hr. Charles Osterberg of the Observatory staff ws unable 
to find anything to support Young's definite statement•. 

There is nothing extroardinary about Young 1 s remark; lowell did indeed 
refute his own work in 1902; I have before me as I write a photocop,y of 
Lovrell 1 s memorandum in which he announced this to the scientific populace 
at large. This notice is dated as at Boston, 1902 Juzy 3, and is entitled 
"THE lWlKINGS OF VENUS" by Percival Lowell. It was published in the 
"Astronomische Nachritchten11 for October 22nd., 1902 (1). In this LoYllll 
says, "Continued observations have convinced me that the spoke-like markings 
on Venus are probably not upon the surface of the planet but are optical 
effects of a curious and - astronomically speaking - of a hitherto un
observed character. I was first led to doubt their objective reality by 
measurement of the longitude of their centre of convergence in a series 
of drawings made by me subsequent to those published. From the measure
ments it appeared that the shift of the centre was not such as rotation 
of the planet would cause but was such as to keep the centre in the centre 
of the disk as the phase increased . . • • • • • • • Now it seems possible 
that the spoke-like markings might be caused by the eye 11andering quickly 
from one of the dark indentations to the centre and thus dulling uncon
sciously a path along the retinal rods•. 

So conceded Lowell. This particularly honest statement attracted the 
attention of many leading observers, and drew praise from one to Whom 
canaliform planetary detail was ever assumed illusory -E. w. Maunder. 
And at the monthly meeting of the British Astronomical Association held 
1902 October 29th., Professor Naunder especialzy directed the attention of 
those present to Lowell's note and said this of him, "They must a11 applaud 
the honourable and candid way in which Mr. Lmlell had been so prompl; to 
express a doubt as to the reality of his own supposed discoveries•. (2). 

It vmuld seem, however, that lowell himself found this viw untenable; 
am by the next year, 1903, he had reverted. to his former belief, which 
prevailed, or so I believe, right up to the year 1914. (3). 

The other error which I have noted in Dr. Bartlett's paper is not so 
much an error as a misinterpretation. Thi.s relates to the motion of the 
spoke-system as based on my observations in 1951. It is not correct to 
say that the central spot or center of convergence was bisected b7 the 
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terminator at any time •••••••• it always lay exactly 90° from 
the texminator, am moved in accordance ld th a rotation of the planet 
in a direct direction. 

Vlhen first recovered the center of the system occupied the sub-solar 
point i.e., the point direct:cy opposite the sun, on the illuminated 
hemisphere. Except for a slight wobbling on either side of this posi
tion the center spot remained so placed, except of course for an appar
ent motion brought into existence by the planet's movement around the 
sun. From observations extending over 1951 to 1954 I have always 
found the system to move in a predictable manner in accordance with the 
concept of its reality, and not indicative of illusion. Thus, at 
eastern elongation the central spots move towards the limb keeping the 
same distance from the terminator so that at dichotomy they lie exactly 
on the limb and are usually invisible, being only traceable by the 
convergent nature of the spokes. At western elongation the reverse 
applies. The center is not seen until after dichotomy, when it is 
observed to gradually move away from the sun-turned limb - over which 
it disappears at an eastern elongation - and appears to drift towards 
the terminator, always keeping 90° distant from it though. This dis
placement away from the limb continues until superior conjunction is 
reached, at which time the point of convergence is synchronous with the 
center of the disk; the aspect at this epoch is of a dusky smudge like 
a hub with several ill-defined smoke-like streaks running outwards from 
it towards the periphery of the disk. 

It is important to note that no shift of the marldngs was detected 
;~hich suggested to me a rotation period shorter than 224.7 days, even 
though on ma~y occasions Venus was watched for several consecutive hours. 

TI1e significance of these observations is plainly evident: the dis
placement of the system away from the observer at an eastern elongation, 
and its approach back over the limb at a western elongation implies a 
long rotation period in a direct manner, and furthermore demonstrates 
the reality of the whole. These are what the observations reveal, I 
fully realize that my result contravenes radiometric measures, and in 
view of this I know full well that the seeming long rotation period can
not be applicable to the actual surface but only to the apparent. There
fore, it is my belief that the streak markings represent a vigorous 
circulation system in the cytherean atmosphere, as indeed we should 
expect to be the case through the planet's proximity to the sun. 

In Section 5 I will give some further reasons to support the thesis 
of the spoke-system's objective existence, deduced from empiric studies. 

3. - Patrick Moore's Critique. 

In the May-June 1955 issue of this journal appeared a short memorandmn 
from the pen of this well known selenographer, severe:cy criticizing the 
reality of the spokes and claiming their illusory character. Moore's 
doubts are well set down in a way calculated to put his contention in a 
favorable light by the use of arguments notable for their strength of 
apparent repudiation. Unfortunate:cy for Moore, these terms are not 
original, nor are they as conclusive as he considers; they are hackneyed, 
ambiguous and in one case subjected to mistreatment out of context. 

I have known Moore for many years now;am as he justly observes in 
his paper, his remarks are not really maliciously meant even though he 
accredits me with having been misled by an illusion. His doubts, or 
so I believe, spring from a genuine desire to comprehend why it is so 
few observers are able to completely see Lowell's markings, and others 
only in part, 1<hilst others like himself have never been able to trace 
a~hing on Venus apart from the usual amorphous grey shades, so beloved 
of Barnard. 

Unfortunately, Moore, though an experienced observer, reveals a deplor
able lack of knowledge respecting this question both historical:cy EJJJd 
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theoretice.JJ.y: if he had taken the trouble to examine more closely vhat 
Dr. Bartlett means to imply, he would have instantly perceived hov super
ficial his argument is, and how circumstantial the material he employs 
to bolster his discussion. 

Though Dr. Bartlett vas responsible for the initiating- paper of this 
controversy, Moore's critique is net for all that it appears so solely 
directed against this • • • • • but rather and to a greater extent against 
the Chester observationa. In his many visits to me Noore has expressed 
his doubts in no uncertain terma, and I know better than anybody else 
just what our colleague is driving at in starting up another conflict 
over Venus - he hopes qy this to generate a waxing interest in the planet 
and all its mysteries, and this is not a bad thing at all; I for one hope 
this will be the end result especially as Venus •.:ill be well displeyed 
for observation during the spring and summer months of 1956 as an evening 
star. 

Before proceeding further I must add that 14oore invited this reply 
sometime ago when he very kindly supplied me with a copy of his MSS., 
before it was despatched to our excellent editor Professor Walter H. 
Haas, himself a skilled authority on the planet now in focus. Work 
on other projects has delayed this rejoinder, but I trust it will not 
be too late to be of topical interest even though it may not appear, if 
acceptable, till 1956. 

In bringing this section to a close I will say that Moore and I have 
had a lively exchange of letters on this same subject in other journals, 
and at astronomical meeUngs, one at Chester in the late s=er of 1953 
bei~g of memorable import as we shall later see. 

4. - Lowellian Canaliform Detail - Same Views. 

The principal structure of Moore's critique is the presumed inaccuracy 
of Lm1all 's work on Venus, and he goes to some length to prove such: his 
thesis springs from the slender premises of lack of general confirmation 
and untenability of the Lo~rellian concept of surface conditions. How
ever, Hoore evades the main issue qy concentrating on physical theory 
~rhere such is not the point of dissension; what is, is the validity of 
the observations - 1mether or not the spoke-system has an objective 
existence or not. The question may be resolved into two parts, {a) 
how is it that Lowell canalified Venus to the extent he did where vague
ness and formlessness are the chief characteristic properties of its 
surface markings? and (b) having established the reason how, why should 
so fm< observers comment on linear detail? For the present only {a) is 
to be discussed, (b) being reserved for section 5. 

J.!any have refuted Lowell 1s Venus uork simply because of his trend 
tmo~ards the canaliform in planetary features, and have stood qy their re
jection lrithout bothering to investigate the matter any further than 
the use of hackneyed argument allm-rs. Therefore whilst recognizing the 
ingenuity of many explanations, I personally regard them as being too 
literal and too superficial to be employed as statements of authorative 
negation. 

Essential facts to bear in mind whilst considering this question 
include (1), that detail at or near the lL~ts of vision is being dealt 
1<1 th and as a consequence full provision must be made for a wide variety 
of factors likely to exert a greater or less influence over the observer's 
reception, interpretation and reproduction of uhat is visible on the disk, 
and (2), that detail of a nearly or wholly linear character is hinted cy 
all the principal observations of the planet. In view of these points, 
therefore, it is obvious material used in or evolved from the great Martian 
controversy -,rlll be found invaluable towards clearing up the riddle; 
indeed with Venus it is not so much a narrow field that is again in 
question but the 1'hole problem of canaliform pla.'letary details. Apart 
from using such material as I consider relevant then, I advance certain 
proposals >lhich I believe to be new, but upon which pretence I stand to 
be corrected. 
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!t the close of his paper Moore writes, "I do not dispute that some 
•streaky'' features may exist, and some photographs support this •••••• 
But streaks are different from radial spokes". Now 'Why Moore chooses 
to make a distinction were in reality none ex:l.sts I cannot say; it 
is quite inexplicable, almost ridiculous in fact, To my way of think
ing canaliform is the most suitable term of reference, as in its broad
est sense it has an extensive coverage implying the presence of anything 
rectilinear, thus belts, bands, streaks, threads, wisps, all besides the 
true canali, If any one entertains doubts as to this, then I refer 
him to study the classical Mars drawings. Thus Professors w. H. Picker
ing and A. E. Douglass (4), both of the original Lovell school, dre\1 
oanaJ.i as relatively broad bands of shade as opposed to the hard narrow 
lines of Lo\lell's 0\IU drawings, Dl. this method or rather style Lowell 
\laS followed by many, but in ~articular by Perrotin. Thollon. (5), 
Jarr;y-Desloges ( 6) • ang_ Maggi 1 (7) , wo all drew narrow spider-like 
canali,even more so than Lowell in some instances. Ylhen Schiaparelli 
first perceived canali in 1871 he recorded them as broad s1.1aths of tone 
similar in many ways to the later delineations of Pickering and Douglass, 
It \ISS only as his acquaintance with them gr611 that Schiaparelli set 
d01.1n fine linear canals. Antoniadi sav them as diffuse Wide tracts of 
greyish hue, though it is interesting and important to note that his 
early dra\lings were veritable models of the Lo\lellian school. Only 
later did his characteristic photographic style come into being.($). 
On the other hand ve have those who claimed never to have seen a canal, 
and there are many today who report the same. But these latter cannot 
now hope to disprove the existence of canaliform markings on Mars; for 
though it is certain the aspect. is not quite as Lo\lell figured it, 
observational evidence reveals the presence there of something linear, 
but not harshly defined nor so diffusely displayed as Antoniadi 51118.gined, 

What is implied by this is the extreme difficulty of making a precise 
obseryation of very fine detail at or near the limits of vision. Start
ling differences are bound to occur; but these do not signii'y the exist
ence of different features, only that different observers through a 
wide variety of reasons see variously the same feature, which is a faint 
elusive something whose true aspect cannot certainly be revealed, Person
ally speaking, I have alvsys realized this like so many others, but it 
seems some do not. 'l'o my way of thinking the nagstaff Venus dra\lings 
will be found more acceptable if they are regarded more as charts indi
cating where the observers sav detail,rather than as semi-photographic 
portrayals of its eD.ct appearance. Furthermore I f'ully believe that 
Lovell, wen ho discovered the •spokes•, uncovered the true or basic 
pattern of apparent surface markings, but through his trend to canali
form detail unfortunately drew them in such a revolutionary manner 
that it is little vonder he heaped reprobation on himself, and his vork. 
This stigma still pervades contemporary planetary astronomy. 

The truth of this contention is emp:cy- borne out by comparing the YOrk 
of other observers vho have seen the spokes. Thus in 1932 Robert Barker, 
a veil known British amateur, using his 12.5-inch reflector recovered 
them and drew them exactly like Lo\lell • ~ • • • • hard relatively narrow 
bands. Over the same period, and up to 1933, J, Camus, of the Societe 
Astronomique de France, using this body's Observatory, also but independ
ently recovered ths system but recorded a more diffuse version of radial 
spokes and 'hub-spot'. Leonid Andranko in 1934 published an interest-
ing paper containing the results of observations on Venus from 1927 to 
1934. (9). From his YOrk Andranko vas able to compile a chart of the 
markings, and these though very diffuse indeed compared so favorably -..d.th 
Lowell's chart issued in several journals in 1896 that he vas able to 
employ the latter's nomenclature without hesitation. Allowing for factors 
of personal equation, a magnificently executed map of Venus by Lucien 
Rudaux and Gerard de Vaucouleurs issued in a vork entitled "L'Astronomie, 
les astres, l'univers", Paris 1948, page 194 includes many features 
shown by Lo\lell and Andrenko • • • • • a most interesting fact about 
these three maps is that all are so constructed as to imply a 224, 7-day 
period of rotation. M, B,B, Heath, the eminent British authority on 
planetary vork, reports that in 1951 he sav the dual spot placed at the 
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sub-solar point with two streaks extending away from it. Heath uses 
a 10.25-inch reflector; his experience of this work goes back to the 
end of the first decade of the present century. 

When I first saw the spokes early in 1951 they seemed to be narrow 
smoke-like features definitely linear and symmetrically placed around 
the sub-solar spot like the spokes of a wheel. As my experience broad
ened so too did my delineations of the S})(Okes; instead of the narrow 
features of first sight, cOIIlpBratively broad diffuse bands were being 
recorded, an aspect which has subsequently evolved no furthera only the 
character underwent this metamorphis; basically the system is still of 
the seme arrangement. In some 1.reys there is in this a decided parallel 
vi th Yhat Dr. R. L. Waterfield found some years ago nov. When he first 
observed Mars he drew nruch rectilinear detail, but latterly noted how 
this style vaned as experience Yith faint marks grew. All this of 
course is quite the reverse to Schiapare111, who initially drew the 
canal! as broad relatively coarse features, and later very narrow; here 
however I am prone to believe realization of geometric design in the 
lay-out of the canals exerted a major influence over his reproductions 
of them. 

In 1906 Percival Lowell wrote, •As some misrepresentation has been 
made on this subject through misapprehension of the writer's observations 
on Venus and Mercury, it mey be well to state that the tenuous markings 
on both these other planets entirely lack the unnatural regularity dis
tinguishing the canals of Mars. The Venusian lines are hazy, ill-defined, 
and non-uniform; 'l:he Mercurian broken and irregular, suggesting cracks. 
Neither resemble the Martian in marvelous precision, and have never been 
called canals by the writer nor by Schiapare111, but solely by those who 
have not seen them and have misapprehended their character and lock•. (10). 

Now this statement is of the utmost importance; for it demonstrates 
Lowell's recognition of the dissimilar! ty of the hermiographic, aphrodi
tographic and areographic features, even though comparison of his draw
ings may lead one to deduce otherYise. And bearing this in mind, I 
tentatively suggest that the observer's characteristic style of repro
duction by pencil techniques is affected by and varies solely as the 
intrinsic nature of the visible objective markings, it being more pro
nounced the fainter, more delicate detail gets. 

Each observer has his own way of recording planetary details and it 
is my belief that it is this very fact which precludes lillY major advance 
towards a solution of the aphroditographic problem. To summarize: 

All Lowell's drawings are characterised by rectilinearity and hard 
outlines; soft forms in all but a few isolated cases had no place in his 
style - study and compare- Lowell's drawings Yi th those of Antoniadi, 
or lillY photographs of Mars ... he drew exactly as he imagined he saw under 
conditions of favorable seeing. Under such conditions features would 
come out very clear, and distinctly be seen. Consequently these quali
ties would be psychologically enhanced by what we may term a canaliform 
complex - could this have arisen as a result of his early association 
Yith Schiaparelli? - Yhich would obviously dominate his receptive and 
interpretative faculties; and, we would expect, would be given visible 
existence in graphic impressions obtained by pencil at the telescope. 
As is common, certain detail would be given more attention than other 
detail and so would further be exaggerated - this being the precept that 
no one person sees the same object exactly as another does. Now if we 
assume the presence of linear detail or detail strongly bordering on such 
a form, then the consequences are obvious. 

llars, we lmow, exhibits canals; hence Lowell's work is accurate. 
Mercury is not quite so simple, but the position is not hopeless. We 
know the planet shows markings and these appear as cloudy mare- like 
tracts mottled over with darker and lighter patches. Schiaparelli 
mapped the planet, so did Lowell -with an incomprehensive maze of canals; 
so did Antoniadi with his usual cloudy shadings. Why should Lowell be 
so different? 
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I would question this b,y s¢ng, •Is IDvell so different?" . Some 
time age I made a ca.parison 'With the hendograpbic charts of Schia
pareill aDd Jntoniadi of Lovell's chart, which vas published in 1902. (11). 
The results were interesting and prcaising. Schiaparelli's chart (12) 
is not very detailed, but wbat is shown is obrlously canallform or 
streak;y. The next to chart the planet vas Lovell, who saw large numbers 
of streaks, and produced a perplexing pattern of surface markings. Many 
of Schiaparelli's features, if not all, are included; therefore the 
.lmerican observer not only confirmed but substantis:ted the Italian 1 s work. 
In the years betveen the appearance of Lowll's map and Jntoniadi's, 
several others were published, of particular note being that of Jarey
Desloges ,llhich is decidedly similar to the former's - a significant point 
here is that Jarey-Desloges also saw streak features on Venus; his stations 
were chiefly situated in desert countrT or on a high plateau so that like 
Lowell he made the most of getting telescopes erected were seeing vas 
invariably better than average. The year 1934 saw the publication of 
the accepted map of Merem.-y, Jzr:.oniadi 's (13) • This is notable for the 
fac1l of embodying Scbiaparelli 's marks in a yery diffUse form, typical 
or the extremist antilinear group, and for casting shad011s of doubt on 
Lovell 1s \IOrk. 

By eaploying SChiapareill 's map, h011ever, one is able to draw a certain 
parallel 'With the Loweillan and Antoniadian aspects • • • • • • a light and 
shade :l.mpresiEI.on or the second-named bears more than a superficial resem
blance to the latter. 

I consider Schiaparelli 1s 'I/Ol"k as being essentially the means b,y which 
we can translate Lowell's narrow, finely drawn features, whether they 
be on Mercury', Venus, Mara or the satellites or Jupiter, and idantif',y 
them without difficulty with other '1101"k1especially that of the eminent 
l"'rench-Oreek astronomer of Meodon. My wa;y of looking at this springs 
f'r• what I said a little while back on the question of reproduction 
styles and observers 1 seeing differently the same feature, though having 
it modii'ie4 b,y such factors as seeing conditions, size of aperture, 
experience in the subject aDd other psychologl.cal eff'ects. I regerd 
Lowell as an extreme canallst, Schiaparelli as a moderate whose dra'Wings 
are more nearly like the true appearance, and .lntoniadi as producing semi
photographic pictures more detailed than a photograph but seemingly suffer
:tbgtna tile same lilllitations in that only the brmder f'Mtures are shown, 
the finer detail being inserted in such a III8DDer that its true nature 
cannot be certtd.i:aly made out nor its general arrangement. 

Vith respect to Mercury I have just a little evidence. In 1951 I had 
correspondence 'With Mr. Donald 0 1'l'oole, who vas then Director of the 
Mercury Section, during the course of which I COIIIIIIUDicated to him for 
interest's llllke what had been uncovered with respect to what I have just 
been discussing. He wrote back imparting some exciting intelligence 1 
•It -s at once interesting and f'a'Vm"able to note, in your column or 
srking co.par!IIOns, that Lowell recorded the area ;von identify with 
Jntoniadi 's s. ~C&Alllis as 'a mass of' dusky streaks•. D:1 a drawing of 
October 9, 1950, I drew the very same area as composed of at least three 
streaks. This sketch is on page 3 or the April 1951 issue of 'The 
strol.ling Astronaaer••. In the same letter Mr. O'Toole goes on to say, 
•1s a matter or fact, -ch of my Mereorian detail takes the form of 
streaks of various sorts, though often enough I draw 'Wider, duskier mark
ings'!. (14) • 

There is just one more point I should like to 1118ke before closing this 
section. It will be recalled following the announcement of Scbiaperelli 's 
discovery of oanali on Mars, how tiDI!dnatJ.on of 110111e eerlier drawings of 
the planet, especially b,y Daves, Secc:hi aDd Burton, revealed man;r of the 
more prCIIdnent canals, but these bad oot been recognized as new features. 
Schiaparelli realized, though, and in doing so gave substance to a new 
svle of' planetary depiction - canalii'ona. It took some years for this 
to be established;but despite the sceptics' attacks; within a dozen or 
so ;rears or its advent subtle-canalif'ona vas all pervading in planetary 
a.i:ronCIIQ'. In other \lOrds .a veritable scbool or such rose up. Adherents 



.to this wuld, or so we expect, tend to canalize all the planets and 
satellites they observed; this then would be an acquired property 
and would be stronger in the more imaginative, these more often than 
not being not quite so cautious as others and also tending to be 
extremist in their attitudes. Thus Lowell was, long before Flagstaff 
was founded, intimately associated with Scbiaparelll, wh0111 he admired 
and imitated. Assume then the Italian as the master planetarian and 
Lowell the impressionable, imaginative, eminently sldlf'ul. student; 
the result from a ps;ychological angle would be the creation of a canali
form complex which would tend to assert itself throughout Lowell 1 s work, 
more especially when faint details were being studied and drawn, 

With Antoniadi the reverse applietl. Fr0111 the age of 18 or so he 
worked with some of the most ardent antioanalista, and therefore it is 
possible he acquired a most pronounced anticanalist impression, equa1l:y 
as strong as Lowell I a, but OppE)Si te. .Another interesting point might 
have had some bearing on the subject. It is a fact that tO most artists, 
and Antoniadi ws originally trained as such, linearity of any fo:nn is 
not looked on with favor nor employed: seemingly it violates all natural 
beauty, Hence here again we have another factor that lJIIIi1, needs must, 
be taken into account in any considerations on canalifo:nn detail, 

In this section I have purposely strived to refrain from working out 
any particular argument' to refute Moore 1 s claim of illusion, but have 
been content to merely demonstrate just s0111e of the less well known 
factors which in some smeJ.l ~ essentially played and still play an 
important par1l in this question. And in view of these, it is interest
ing to note how the specious argument put by Moore has its foundations 
sl.owly but surely removed until the whole crumbles up to nothing. One 
final remark: it must certainly have been noticed following the death 
of the leaders of the opposite schools of planetary representation that 
their respective styles are not now extremely used, but more a subtle 
blending of the tvo - a significant point which reveals the basic objecti
vity of the disputed details, 

5. - General OUtline of Some Evidence Proving the Reality of the 
Spoke-System. 

1), Experiments with artificial disks and illuminated transparencies 
by c. D. Reid and Paul Ts;ylor at Chester during 1952 and 1953, and later 
but imependently by A. P. Lanham of SWindon failed to produce any 
spurious s;ystem of markings like those observed by Lowell. 

2). In the summer of 1927 Dr. F. E. Ross using the 60-in.Mt. Wilson 
reflector obtained a remarkable series of ultra-violet light photographs 
of Venus which showed a wealth of detail though characteristically wide 
and diffuae,essentially arranged in bands ever so slightly convergent 
towerds the sub-solar point. Comparison of these photographs with the 
drawings of Schiaparelll, Perrotin, Fontsere, Lowell and many others who 
drew streaks reveals the latter to have much in COilD!Ion with them, 

In August 1953 C, D, Reid conducted an 6lqleriment in order to test 
the hypothesis of varying eye color sensitivity, in which Moore, J, B. 
Hutchings, and I toelk part. It ws found that 'Whereas Moore hardly 
penetrated the blue end of the spectrum, I appeared to have a penetration 
almost down to the wvelengths used by Ross in his 1927 work, Reid and 
Hutchings held an intermediate place between these extremes but having, 
or so it vas indicated, comparable sensitivity factors with each other, 
Applying these results to the ws;y in 'Which these •guinea-pigs• saw and 
depicted the qytherean features, a most striking fact was at once uncovered. 
Moore ever only drew 'Vague indefinite marks, more often than not seeing 
nothing at all, Hutchings and Reid frequently saw much more than this, 
their \;ork being slightly compatible with the marks discovered by Ross 
and earlier by Lowell, For my part it ws found after allowing for 
personal equation that I ws and had been drawing Ross Is detail right from 
the beginning, experience in the work gradually enabling me to see more 
and more of it. 
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6. - Sane Concluding Rejoinders. 

"1). Moore writes, • ••••••••••• nor did Barnard, and Barnard, 'Who 
worked with the Lick 36-inch (and, ~. f'ound no necessity to 
reduce the aperture, as Lowell was usually forced to do with his 2.4-
inchl)•. Moere here suf'f'ers f'raR a delus1011 f'ral what cause I know 
not, probably through not having gooe too d~ into Barnard's writing~!, 
f'or the latter also realized, as has practically ffVer3' other observer of' 
Venllll, that small apertures s- to yield better results. I quote Barnard 
traa one of' his papc"S referring to his Lick vork, -Yenus vas looked at 
this time with the 36-inch, but the seeing with the great instrument was 
not perfect enough to shov the marld.ngs satisfactorily. Indeed, in all 
subsequent observations of' Venus tbe 12-inch was preferable•. (15). 

2). Seeing does plio' an illportrnt part over the visibility of' the 
markingB, and this is overlooked b,r Moore. I1; is not policy to observa 
Venus evan 011 a darkening twilight slr:Jr let alone against a derk field; 
besides the glare proving too much even f'or the best objective or lll:l.rror, 
the planet is f'ar too ltn~ f'or ef'f'eeti'ft! observation. It is veil known 
that to see the markings of' Venus, one IIIUSt observe during the da;yt~, 
and this again is not the most advantageous t:iJIIe to look, f'or one rarely 
gets the steadiness of' seeing experienced at night. Therefore the use of' 
large apertures is strictly limited to those ~s where seeing is usuall.7 
abcml average, mountain summits, plateau or desert country. In other 
regions the poor seeing is so magnified b,r the large aperture that 8D7 mark
ings,811p41cially f'aint ones as the c;rtherean are, will be ef'f'aced or so mask
ed as to look entirely dif'f'erent f'ral vbat they really look like. Thus 
though a small. aperture has not the re~lving pove:r, it does nevertheless 
reveal a general light and shade impression vhich is better than BD7 other 
f'or correct evaluation purposes. 

3) • Moore anploys a novel nriant of' the old argument that the larger 
the aperture, the less one sees on Venus. In (3) this has been axam1ned 
so I will here just add how Moore's experience dif'f'ers f'raR that of' the 
late W. F. Demdng vho had this to SBT in this respect: •s-e years ago 
I made a number of' observations of' Venus with 2-, 3-, and 4.5-inch ref'rac'
tors and 4- and 10-inch reflectors, and could readily detect with the 
small instruments vbat certainly appeared to be spots of' a pronounced nature, 
but on appealing to the 10-inch reflector • • • • • • • • • the spots quite diB
appeared8.(l6).Personally apeald.ng, I have alva;rs f'ound the markings eq1lally 
visible in retractors of' f'rom 3- to 4.5-inches, and reflectors of' fran 6.5-
to 9-inches. Strange to note too that H. McEven, one of the most experi
enced observers of the planet ever, only useda 5-inch retractor in his 
vork, vhich covers a span of nearly six decades. McEwen considered this 
aperture most ideal f'or the work. 

4). On ~ 29, 1889 Barnard, using the 12-inch Lick Equatorial, 
drev three large dusky markings along the terminator which could have been 
foreshortened vievs of Ross's deta:U. (17). 

And in viev of the foregoing Moore has not the slightest justification 
to say, • ••••••••••• vhat the grsat Barnard and Jntoniadi missed vith the 
giant telescopes of Lick and~.· 

Patrick Moore's critique has upon close examination little or no 
positive evidence to support it. Fnrthermore, there is much more to 
varrant the contention of' Venus as a belted planet than Moore cares to 
admit. 
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~ QE ~ !!, il.22{J OF !.!11 STROLLING ASTROIDMER 

by Howard G, Allen 

A.L,P.O, - Nov.-Vee, 145; Mars Map - see Mars; \lith Astronomical League -
see same. 

ASTEROID OBSERVATION - Pallas - Close Approach to Star - Mar,- Apr, J.O, 
Vesta - star Occultation - Sept,- Oct. 124. 

ASTROIDMICAL LEAGUE - J.,L,P,O, Applies for Membership -Mar,- Apr, 25; 
Membership in - July-Aug, 79. 

Convention 1955, announcement - Nov.~ec, 126. 

ASTROIDMICAL MATERIALS LIST, availability of - Mey-June 50. 

BOOK REVIEWS - Astrology and .&lchemy, Two Fossil Sciences; Graubard -
Mar.- J.p~, 47, 48. 

Essays in Science; Einstein - July....&ug, 97, 98, 
Guide to the Planets, A; Moore -Nov.- Dec, 144,145, 
Our Moon; Wilkins - Mar.- Apr, 46. 
Our Neighbour Worlds; Firsof'f - May-June 72, 73. 
Perceptualistic Theory of Knowledge; Fireman - July-Aug,9B,99, 
Space Travel; Gatland-Kunesch - Mar.-Apr, 48,49. 
Sternenhimmel, Der; Naef - 1954 Edition - Jan,-Feb,22,23,24. 

1955 Edition - Nov.-Vee, 145,146. 

COSK>GONY, Firsoff Nova Theory of -May-June 72,73. 

ECLIPSES- see Sun, Jupiter (satellites), 

FILTERS - see Jupiter, Mars, Moon, Saturn, Venus, 
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I'OR THE BEGINNER- Jupiter Nomenclature- Nov.~ec. 129*. 
Mars Observation, Program for 1954 - Jan.-Feb.l7 to 20. 
Rei'erences - May-June 68. 
Satmn Nomenclature - Mar.-&pr.29*; appeal for 

observation or - Jan.-Feb. 20,21. 
'l'ransit Observations, Central Meridian, Making of -

Sept.-Oct. 108,109,121,122. 

J1JPITl!:R - Atmosphere, Speculation on ~sical structure - Jan.-Feb.9. 
Filters Used with - Sept.-oct. 119. 
Markings, Long Enduring in STeZ- Jan.-Feb. 16*,17. 
Micrometer Used with - Jm.-l'eb.ll. 
Nanenclature - Nov.~ee. 129*. 
Observations by 1:. I:CIIIOda in 1952-53 - Nov.~eo. 141,142*,143*. 
Occultations -Satellites-see satellites. 

Sigma Jrietis - Jan.-Feb. 9. 
Photography, amateur - Sept.-oct.120; Nov.~ec.l34 to 137. 
Red Spot & Hollow Observation - Jan.-Feb. 7*; Sept.-oct. 119; 

Nov.-Dec. 129,131,132*,133, 
141,142* ,143* ,144. 

Reports 1953-54 - Complete .lpparitioa- Nov.~ec. 127,128,129*, 
130*,131,132*,to 139. 

lhterim - Jan.-Feb.6*,7*,8*,9; Sept.-oct. 118, 
119* ,120* ,121,122. 

Satellites - Callisto - Jan.-l'eb.14; Sept.-oct. 119*,120*; 
Nov.~ec. 137,138. 

~1, Difficulty in Recording - Jan.-Feb.ll,12. 
Eclipses - Sept.-oct. 138,139. 
llzropa - Jan.-l'eb.l5; Sept.-oct.ll9*,120; 

Nov.~ec. 137,138,139. 
Gaeymede - Jan.-Feb.12*,13; Sept.-oct.ll9*,120*,121~ 

Nov.~ec. 137,138,139. 
Io - .Tan..-l'eb. 9,14,15; Sept.-oct.ll9*,120; Nov.

. Dec. 137, 138, 139. 
Naked Eye Visibility of - Sept.-oct. 120,121. 
Occultations - Nov.-Dec. 138, 139; with naked eye -

Sept.-oct. 121. 
'l'!t"ansits - Nov.-llec. 138,139; shadow doubling -

Jan.-Feb. 9. 
Transite, Central Meridian, Making of - Sept.-oct.l21,122. 

Mi.craneter used - Jan.-Feb.ll. 
Report of - Nov.~ec. 133,134. 
Satellites& see satellites. 
lhu8U8l P'•ture - Jaa.-Feb. 8. 

MARS - Apparitiml - Program for 1954 - Jan.-l'eb.17 to 20; Mar.-Apr.25 to 29. 
Progr'SIII for 1956 - Sept.-oct. 108, 109. 
Reports in 1954 - 11 part 1 - Jnl,-...&ug. ?9,80,81*,82., 

83*,84, 85*,86; Ill part 2 - Sept,.-oct. 
109,110*,111*, to 117; by W.D. Reints -
Sept.-oct. 105*, 1o6*, 107*,108,109. 

Ccmlldtte. on - Jan.Feb. 18119,20;- Mar • ...Apr. 26. 

Filters Used with - Jan.-Feb.l8; Ma;r-.Tune 55,56,57; Jul.y-Aug.81*,83*, 
84,85*; Sept.-oct. 108. 

Life 011, Jrticle - Mar • ...Apr. 35,37,38. 

Map or, A.L.P.o., Notes on -Sept.-oct. 117; Nov.~ec.l27. 

Micra~~eter Used With - Jan.-l'eb.10,11; Mar • ...Apr.26. 

Note on - Nov.~ec. 144,145. 

Photograpb;y; Amateur - Mlr • ....&pr. 26, 27, 29. 

'!'.ransits, Central Meridian - Making of - Sept.-oct. 108,109. 

Mlcraneter Used - Jan.-Feb.lO,ll. 
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MCDONALD OBSEHVATORY, Visiting Hours -May-June 50, 

MERCURY, Note on - Nov.-Dec, 11,4, 

MICROMETER, Filar - Jan,-Feb.9,10,ll,21; Mar.-Apr,26; May-June 76. 
65*; 

MJON - Colors -May-June 50 to 55, 62*, 63*, 64*,;/ July-Aug,99; Bluish 
bright spot on or near and 8 tv.l.light• - Nov,-Dec,l46. 

Craters, Availability of Paper on Origin - Sept.-Oct, 102, 
Features - Alexander - Mar,Apr. 45, 

Alphonsue - Nov.-Dee. 149. 
Apianus - Nov.-Dee. 149. 
Arago, domes near - Nov,-Dec. 147,148, 
Archimedes - Mar,-Apr, 43,1,4; crater A of, named Gant -

July-Aug. 79. 
Aristarehus -Mar.-Apr. 43; May-June 73,74*,75,76; 

July-Aug, 91,92*, 93,94,95; Sept.-Oct. 
125; colors around - Nay-June 54,65*. 

Aristotle - Mar.-Apr, 45; July-Aug, 99,100, 
Atlas - July-Aug, 100. 

Birt - Sept.-oct, 124, 
Brisbane & vicinity - Mar,-Apr. 36*, 37*. 
Burg - July-Aug. 99,100. 

Cabeus, high pea.l{s near - Mey-June 76*, 
Cassini - ~lar.-Apr, 42*. 
Cavelerius - Sept.-Oct, 124. 
Clavius - Nov.-Dec. 149; crater D of - Nov,-Dec,l46,147*. 
Cleostratus, color area near - July-Aug. 99, 
Conon - Jan.-Feb, 11; May-June 77, 78. 
Copernicus - colors in & around -May-June 53,54,62*,64*; 

possible twilight in - Nov.-Dec.146; 
domes near - Nov.-Dec, 148*. 

Domes - Nov.-Dec, 147,148*. 

1:1-atosthenes - Mar.-Apr, 1,4. 
Eudoxus - Mar,-Apr, 43. 

Fu.rnerius - Mar,-Apr. 1,4. 

Ge.nt, new name for Archimedes A - July-Aug, 79. 
Gassendi - Ear,-Apr. 43. 
Grimaldi - July-Aug. 93, 94. 

Hercules & Crater D of - Mar.-Apr.43;Sept.-Oct,l25. 
Herodotus - M~-June 54,65*,74*,75; Sept.-oet.l25. 
Hortensius, domes near -Nov.-Dec. 148*. 

Janssen - Mar,-Apr, 43, 

Kastner, crater A of, named Watts - July-Aug, 79. 
Kepler - ¥.s.y-June 53,62*; July-Aug. 99. 

Leibnitz Mts., high peaks in - ¥.s.y-June 76*. 
Linne" - Jan,-Feb,ll,24; Msr.Apr. 40*, 41; Sept,-Oct,122*, 

123. 

Nsre Australe - Mar;Apr. 36*, 37*, 38, 
Maria, colors in - May-June 52,51,54,62*,63*,64*,65*. 
Marinus & vicinity - Mar,-Apr, 36*,37*. 
Mersenius - Sept,-Oct. 124*. 
l-:flichius, domes near - Nov.-Dec, 148*. 
Mitchell - Mar,-Apr, 45, 
Moretus - Hay-June 76, 77*. 
Hounds - see domes, 

Okeh & vicinity - Mar.-Apr. 36*,37*, 
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O'Neill's Bridge & vicinity - Jan.-Feb.l,2,3*,4*,5,6. 

Peirce & crater A - Jucy-Aug. 101. 
Peirescius & vicinity - Mar.-Apr.36*,37*. 
Piccolomini - Sept.-Dct. 123*,124• 
Pico, Mt. - July-lug. 101. 
Plato - Mar.-Apr. 41,.42*; colors - J.!ay-June 54,65*; Jucy

.lug. 94,100,10l;Sept.-Dct. 124. 
Pleyi'eir - Nov.~. 149. 
Pratdesaba & viciniiiT- Mar.-Apr. 36*,37*. 

:Rhei ta - Mar .-Apr 0 JJ.. 

Schi~,colors in - ~-June 54,64*. 
Schanberger - Mar • ...&pr. 43. 
Schroeter's Vall<JY - .Ju:cy--Aug. 91,92*,94,95*; Sept.-Dct.125. 
Sinus Jridum - Nov.~ec. 149; colors -Hay-June 53,65*. 
stevinus - Mar.-Apr.JJ.; colors - May-June 54,55. 

'nleorbllus - Jucy-Aug. 100. 
Tilllocharis - V.sy-June 78*. 
Torr:l.celli - July-Aug. 99,100. 
!7cho - colors around - ~-June 54,63*;possible !ault 

near - Jucy-Aug. 101. 

Vega & vicinity - J.ter.-Apr. 36*, 37*. 
Vendelinns - Mar .-Apr. JJ.. 

'Walter - Sept.-Dct. 125*. 
Watts, nev name !or Kastner A - July-Aug. 79. 

Filters Used with - May-June 55; Sept.-Dct. 122*,124,125; 
Nov.-Dec. 141. 

Invisible Portion o! J.lapping - Ma.r • ...&pr. 39. 
Limb Regions, Charting o! - Mar.-Apr. 36*,37*,38, 39. 
Meteor, e!!ects o! impact on Moon - Jucy-J.ug. 94. 
Micraneter Used with - Jan.-Feb. 11; May-June 76. 
Nomenclature, nev names - Jucy-lug. 79. 
Note on - Nov .-Dec. liJ.. 
Shadow o! - see Sun (eclipse). 
'Wilkins 1 IDBp, nev prices - May-June SO. 

NEP'1'UNE - May-Jvte 73*. 

OCCULTATIONS - see Asteroid Observation, Jupiter. 

PH>'l'OG.'tlPHY1 Amateur - see Jupiter, Mars, Moon, Saturn, Sun. 

PUBLICATIONS - Nachrichtenblatt der Vereinigung dar stern!reunde - May-June SO. 
Orb - Nov.-Dec. 126. 
Reutlinger Sternenbote - Sept.-Dct. 102. 
Solar Division Bulletin - Nov.-Dec. 126. 
Universo, El. -May-June so. 

RESOLUTIDN - Cclmparison o! Telescope Apertures - Mar.-.\pr. J,O,IJ.. 
Comparison o! Re:flector and Ref'ractor - May-June 71, 72. 
Filters for -Hay-June 55,56,57. 
Leonard Apodizing Mask for - Mar.-Apr. 34*,35. 
Telescopic Limits of, Symposium - J.~-June 68 to 71. 
Hith Large Apertures - Nov.-Dec. 145. 

SATURN - Filters Used With - Jan.-Feb. 20, 21. 
For the Beginner, appeal for observations - Jan.-Feb.20,2l. 
Micrometer Used With - Jan.-Feb. 11, 21. 
Nomenclature - Mar.-Apr. 29*. 
Photography, .Amateur - Mar.-Apr. 33. 
Report, Interim before Oppoaition -Mar-Apr. 29*,30*, to 33. 
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Ring D, *Nev" - Jan.-Feb. 21,22; Mar.-Apr. 32,33; Sept.-oct.l02, 
103*, 104*, 105. 

Satellites - Jan.-Feb. 2lt Mar • ....Apr. 33. 
Transits, Central Meridian - Jan.-Feb. 20121; Mar.-Apr. 31. 

SOLAR SYS1'1M- Formation of, Firsoff Theory -May-June 72, 73. 
Guide to to.e Planets, A; Moore -Book Revieved - Nov.~ec. 

144, 145. 
Our Neighbor 'Worlds; Firsoff- Book Reviewed -May-June 72, 73. 

STELLAR OBSERVATION - List of Clusters and Nebulae - July-Aug. 79. 

STIIOLLING ASTIIONOMER, The - Ganbined Issues - Jan.-Feb. 1; Mar • ....Apr.25. 
Format Change - Sept.-oct. 102. 
Price Change - Mq..June 50. 

SUN - Activ.Lty and Venusian .Aurora - May-June 58, 59. 
Eclipse·o:r June 30, 1954 - July-Aug., photo facing front inside 

cover, 86 to 91. 
Nova Co111110gony Theory, Firsorr - May-June 72, 73. 
Solar Div.l.sion Bulletin - Nov.~ee. 126. 

SYMPOSIUM on Limits of Telescopic Resolution - May-June 68 to 71. 

TRANSITS - see Jupiter, Mars, Saturn. 

TELESOOPES - Canparlson of Apertures - Mar.-Apr. 40,1.4. 
Canparlson of Reflector and Refractor - May-June 71, 72. 
Large, Note on - Nov.-Dee. 145. 
Types Used in Color Study of Moon - Mq..June 51. 

(See also Resolution). 

ULTRA.-PLl1l'ONIAN PLANET with Search Ephemaris - Mar • ....Apr. 1.4,45. 

URANUS - Mar.-Apr. 39:40; Nov.-Dee. 145,148*,149. 

VENUS - Apparitim, Morning, 1953 Through SUperior Conjunction 1954 -
May-June 57,58,59*,60*,61*,66*,67,68. 

At.mosphere - Jan.-Feb.ll; May-June 58,59*. 
Fllters Used With - May-June 59,60. 
Yol'ierometer Used With - Jan.-Feb. ll. 
f.ibservation and Note - Nov.-Dee. 144,145. 
Pole of Rotation - Nov.-Dee. 126. 

WESTERK AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS, Convention Announcement - Nov .-Dee. 126. 

Postscript !1z ~. We are much indebted to 1-h-o Allen for his kind
ness in preparing this index of our Volume 8, and ve are sure that all 
our l'aaders llho keep files of old issues 'Will find it most helpf'nl. Thfl 
refe?ences are given, as is perhaps obvious enough, beth by months and 
by page, .Dl!l. Strolling Astronomer being a bimonthly throughout 1954. 
An asterisk is used to indicate that at least one illustration on the 
subject appears on that page. 

OBSERVATIONS AND ~': 

~Bright Objects Seen~ the MQ.Qr.:. 1-h-. Eugene C. !F..rr of 
P>.l.sadena, Calif. has ~tteR uB of an unusual observation he made on 
~~ptember 27, 1955 at 5 18"' 3 , U.T. vith au 8-ineh, F:40 reflector at 
f,; paver of 256X. The telescope employed is a solar coelostat ai.apted 
·;;o planetary work; it was designed and built by Roy K. Ensign, cne of 
our A.L.P.O. members. A moving bright object was seen againsf the moon, 
the location being shovn in Figure 7; 1-h-. Larr thinks that the position 
marked is correct to 'Within four miles at most. He vrites in part: 
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Figure 7 (above). location of Possible Lunar 
Meteor Observed by Eugene C. ~· 8-inch 
refl,, 256I. Sept. 27, 1955. 5 lgm 38 , U.T. 
Colongitude c 38<',6. 

Figure 8 (to right). Lunar Crater Schiller. 
Elmer J, Reese. 6-iRc~refl. 220I, 
October 19, ~953. 1 0 , U.T. 
Colongitude: 4~.9. 

•The object yas very bright and "Was seen for only about one to one and a 
half second • !t first appeared as a trail moving rather fast across the 
area as shOiln in sketch. It then flashed into a very bright point of the 
contrPst of a first magnitude star. It ll!lS slightzy yellOil and left no 
afterglOil ••• •• •• •• If it hit the surface, it did not throll up any dust 
or other material as I think there would have been a shadow of some length 
At the time of the observation two others llere present, Dr. M.L. Stehsel 
and Mr. Roy K. Ensign •.••••• stehsel and Ensign recorded t he time, and it 
must be good to at least one second. I have been working from photographs 
taken by Dr, R, s. Richardson using the 100-inch here on Mount Wilson. 
I also have been using the small copy (strolling Astronomer reproduction) 
of the Wilkins map of the moon• • 

We commend ~Mr. Larr for the care with which he has reported this obser
vation, in particular for the exactness with which he obtained the time 
and t he nicety with which he located the trail on the moon. It is an 
excit ing possibility that lle are here dealing with a meteor luminous in a 
very r are lunar atmosphere, and the observation is s:iJnilar to sever al dozen 
others of moving bright specks seen against the moon during the last 15 
years . UnfortQ~tely, we have no other observations at this time of Larr 's 
object; therefore, it is likely to remain a suspected lunar meteor on}Jr. 
At the time of the observation Sinus Iridum, in which the object appeared, 
was just inside the sunrise terminator. The Editor llOUld suggest that it 
is a matter of extreme difficulty to estimate the stellar magnitude of a 
bright object seen against the moon. One thinks of Jupiter III and IV, 
which may look brighter than any part of their primary when they are seen 
against the sky but llhich may appear as black as shadows when they transit 
the face of Jupiter. The Editor would also suggest that the chief obser
vable effect of a meteoritic impact upon the lunar surface would be a flash 
of light. 

Hr, Herb Doughty, III of Lima, Ohio writes of seeing a moving bright 
object near ~ccolamini •travelling about '50 miles' southllest" on October 
28, 1955 at 3 3rfl, U. T. The moon "Was then onzy three days before full, 
and Mr. Doughty suspects that he saw a terrestrial meteor very near its 
radiant. 

Schiller. This strange-shaped object near the southeast limb of the moon 
(Section XXII of the Wilkins map) has been observed by E.J. Reese and P.W. 
Budine. Mr, Reese's excellent drawing is given as Figure 8, Indeed,many 
of the features shown here are absent from the Third Edition of the Wilkins 
map of the mocm. The comparatively large crater shown on Figure 8 near the 
east-west center of the floor and approximatezy one-third of the ~ from 
the south rim to the north rim is described by Goodacre on pg. 306 of his 
~as •quite a test object for definition". 
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• SPECIAL OFFER of the H.P. Wil
kins map of the moon. An attractive 
booklet. Reduced size as published in 
The Strolling Astronomer. Handy for 
use at the telescope. 25 regular sections 
and several special sections. Price: 

Booklet and a 1-year subscription, 
new or renewaL ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~$5.00 

Booklet and a 2-year subscription, 
new or renewaL ~~$7.00 

Booklet alone ~~~ $3.00 

Order from Editor, 1203 N. Alameda, 
Las Cruces, New Mexico 
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NEW-NOW AVAILABLE: 

AMATEUR ASTRONOMER'S HANDBOOK-by J. B. Sidgwick $12.50 
AND THE COMPANION VOLUME: 

OBSERVATIONAL ASTRONOMY FOR AMATEURS 

JUST PUBLISHED: 

H. P. Wilkins and P. A. Moore-THE MOON $12.00 
NORTON'S STAR-ATLAS $ 5.25 
Moore, A Guide to the Moon ___ $ 3.95 
Moore, A Guide to the Planets $ 4.95 
Elgcr's Map of the Moon __ _ _ _ _ _ __________________ $ 1. 75' 
Davidson, Astronomy for Everyman _____ $ 5.00 
Moore, The Story of Man and the Stars $ 3.95 

All other domestic and foreign books. Write for new free list. 

HERB~='RT A. LUFT 
42-10 82nd Street Elmhurst 73, New York 

WE SERVICE 
Precision Instruments, Electronic Equipment and Hi Fi 

ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
Our Research Department 

Specializes In Solving Individual Problems 
In Design of Your Equipment 

Ultronics 
Dickens 4-6156 

7023 CANBY A VENUE RESEDA, CALIFORNIA 

$10.00 
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l New Model "B", ASTROT.~S"~m~bl~el~op~ w~ F~e<gb'" lobe, 1 y, imoh "'"'' I ! shaft, cast alummum m~unt, Rack an_d. Pm10n Focuscr, 8X-38mm. Fmdcr, w_rth three i 
1 of the finest Orthoscopic Oculars grvmg powers of 84X-210X-360X. Optics guar- o 

-~- anteed to split doubles to Dawes Limit on good seeing nights. Weight of telescope I 
0 about 72 pounds. Price $375.00. With electric clock drive $70.00 extra. i 
I Just offered for sale, NEW RICHEST FIELD, 6" reflectors, 24 inches focal length, o 

'

o tube 26 inches long. With Helical Focuser, one 28mm. Orthoscope ocular, Pyrex dia- ! 
gonal, may be cradled in arms for viewing Rich Field Areas. Has no mounting at- I 

I tachments and weighs about 8 pounds. Price $125.00. All prices F. 0. B. our plant. ~ i Terms half with order, balance when telescope is ready for shipment. 
i Other sized telescopes made to order as specified. 
• We do refiguring on imperfect mirrors at reasonable prices. I 
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